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another name 
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niericans of almost every variety want to A believe again in the goodness and vitality 
of our nation. This hope was expressed in the 1976 
Bicentennia l  obse rvance  and ,  f o r  m a n y , '  was 
strengthened by the election of Washington outsider 
Jimmy Carter, signaling a new era in our politics. I t  is 
with misgiving, therefore. that I add a skeptical note to 
thishopeful niood. 

The flames of political passion and cultural frenzy that 
recently scorched our body politic have not been extin- 
guished. Our discontents and disorientations may not 
rage, but they do  smolder, hidden beneath dense clouds 
of bitter smoke. This situation may not comfort most 
Americans, but i t  does console genuine radicals who 
habitually fantasize about a mass radical movement in 
America. An American history fu l l  of aborted crusades 
and faded causes has put the radical faith to test, but 
never to rest. Although I am no longer one of the 
faithful,' I have never ceased being fascinated by those 
twisted hopes-much like the village apostate who can 
never stop, brooding over the wonders and terrors of a 
childhood faith. What I want to argue is that the long- 
range chances for a mass radical movement are rather 
good, but should such a movement emerge i t  will not be 
heard to speak a Marxist idiom but a Fascist one. 
Moreover, this  idiom will not be the invention ofcrabbed 
business and government klites but a spontaneous effu- 
sion of nonklites. As with any probing of the future, this 
forecast is necessarily speculative. Although i t  is only 
one plausible scenario among many, i t  raises empirical 
and normative issues worth pondering. 
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irst, i t  is necessary to glance at the changing F occupation, stratification, and polariza- 
tion patterns in America. Over the last two decades there 
has been a running debate among social scientists on the 
question of who holds power in America. Strangely, the 
debate has fallen into limbo. One reason may be that the 
terms of the debate have become antiquated. There is 
now more evidence indicating that the most significant 
cleavage in American society is neither between capital 
and labor (in the Marxist sense), nor between avaricious 
corporate-military-political klites and inert masses (as 
the Clitists argued). Nor perhaps is American society an 
equilibrium of groups competing in  a consensual milieu 
(as the pluralists contended). Rather, the most salient 
cleavage may be between an influential and growing 
minority of "verbalists" and a residual mass of "pro- 
ductive" Americans. This is a cleavage between brain 
workers who require degrees or certificates of higher 
education and workers who require no such preparation. 
The changes I refer to are frequently discussed under the 
rubric of "postindustrial" revolution-the reality of 
which I d o  not have space to document here but must 
assume. * 

*The critical variable is [he ever-increasing role ot' " k n o w l -  
edge" in the economy. I t  is widely suspected that the produc- 
tion. distribution. and  consumption of knowledge and related 
services may now account for a greater percentage of the 
American GNP than manufacturing. Politically, the producers 
and  purveyors of knowledge are the most significant 
component of this growing tertiary or "service" sector of the 
economy. But with this much said. some caveats are in order. 
Obviously. many services (e.g.. barbering. circus work. auto 
repair) do not require degrees of higher education and bear no 
striking resemblance to what is called "brain work." I t  is 
evident that the verbalist forces are by no means as large as the 
service sector as a whole. Also. since manufacturing and 
farming are popularly considered economically "productive" 
whereas mental work is disparaged as "unproductive," i t  is 
common to counterpose verbalists to "producers." 
Nevertheless, so-called "rioriproducers" contribute mightily 
to the GNP (even if  economists cannot agree on how to 
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Verbalists work primarily with their intellectual 
skills, not their hands or their backs. The purest ver- 
balists are intellectuals of various kinds: professors. 
teachers. graduate students, researchers, editors. print 
and electronic journalists. freelance writers. and crea- 
tive artists. The rise of this "niass intelligentsia" is 
significant for the future of American politics because 
verbalists are the most left-liberal sector of the American 
population. the more prominent verbalists tend to be the 
more left-liberal of the lot,' and (as in the case of all 
Clites) verbalists exert influence far beyond their 
numbers. 

In preaffluent societies the most salient political is- 
sues were econoniic, dividing the "haves" froni the 
"have nots." But i n  affluent societies-particularly the 
United States-economic issues are frequently sup- 
planted by cultural, social, moral, symbolic, and life-style 
issues. These issues tend to divide, not the haves from the 
have-nots, but the "enlightened" from the "unen- 
lightened," the with-it from those suffering froni stunted 
sensitivity-in short, the "knows" from the "know- 
nots." The verbalists qualify, almost by definition, as the 
enlightened. The traditional producers, especially manual 
workers, qualify as the unenlightened. 

The traditional bourgeoisie of business and profes- 
sional people-whose jobs tend to be more "knowl- 
edgified" than those of workers-does not fit easily into 
verbalist and producer categories. I f  the intellectual may 
be taken as a prototype of the verbalist and the worker as 
a prototype of the producer, this bourgeoisie is cross- 
pressured by the prototypical verbalist and producer. 
The more university-related. more professional and 
service-oriented, more established, cosmopolitan. and 
mobile elements of the bourgeoisie are prone lo adopt the 
outlook of the verbalists. whereas the niore commercial. 
more parochial. niore arriviste elements gravitate toward 
the outlook of the producers. Verbalist-inclined profes- 
sional people are typically found among lawyers. techni- 
c ian s, educational ad m i n i st rators, the niai nl i ne clergy , 
federal government personnel (including judges). foun- 
dation executives. welfare workers. and show business 
people-joined by those in the upper echelons of big 
business. Those nonworkers who gravitate toward the 
outlook of the prototypical producer are small and 
independent business people. farmers. small town pro- 
fessionals. (Inasmuch as the young radicalsof the 1960's 
were largely children of left-liberal verbalists and pro- 
tessional people, extending rather than negating parental 
values. the so-called youth revolution was niore a prod- 
uct than a cause of the postindustrial revolution.) The 
basic cleavage. then. is between verbalists and promi- 
nent business and professional people on the one hand, 

nicnsure t h a t  p r o d u c t i v i t y ) .  Theret'orr. the tern1 
"producer"-however metaphorically hcurisiic-should not 
b2 taken too literally. The key w o r k  in  the literature o n  the 
postindustrial r evo lu t ion  is Daniel Bell's Tlrc, Co,rrirrsq (U' 
Posr-lriclrrsrrieil Soc.ic,r,v ( 1973). hly interpretation of this rcvo- 
lu t ion  o y e s  much to the anarcho-syndicalist tradition in 
political annlybis rxeniplifird by Grorgrs Sore]. W a c l a ~  
Machajski. Roberto Michrls. and Max Nomad. 

and workers and marginal business and protrssiotial 
people on the other. 

This basic cleavage has many related dimensions: ( I  ) 
Ingeogruphic terms i t  is the antagonism between (a)  the 
Eastern Establishnient (aiong wi th  various outposts of 
high culture in  the rest of Anierica) and (b) the hearrland. 
led by the insurgent Counter-Establishment located in 
the West, Southwest. and South (plus certain white 
ethnic strongholds in  the East). (3) In ternisofitmilili i t  is 
the contlict between (a) an alliance of old. inherited 
wealth (with its noblesse oblige) and new. socially 
conscious wealth (rooted in  t h e  coniniunications 
industry and the professions) and (b) new wealth outside 
the East (with its rugged individualism). (3) I n  ctlrrric~ 
temis i t  is the gulf between (a) established old-stock 
WASPs. upper-income Jews. and their allies among 
Third World minorities and (b) white ethnics (including 
lower-income Jews) and heartland WASPs. (4) In 
edrrcciriorrtrl terms i t  is the gap between (a)  those with 
postgraduate educations (particularly at eli te 
institutions) along with their urban dropout allies and (b) 
the somewhat educated. (5) In ternis of gt~ i ic~rw/  
i twle/ i ie i t *  i t  is the rift between (a)  those of cosmopolitan 
and universalist sensibility and (b) those of more 
particularist vision. (6) In ternis of lifc-stFlc i t  is the 
chasm between (a) the liberated and permissive and (b) 
the self-disciplined and repressed (whose "repressions" 
may be relaxed when off the job or "out w i t h  the boys"). 
(7) In r-cligioirs terms i t  is the tension between (a) 
agnostics. atheists. Unitarians. Quakers. liberal 
Protestants. many Catholics. and liberal Jews and (b) 
fundamentalist or evangelical Protestants, the bulk of 
Catholics. and the more parochial Jews. 

These cleavages are. to be sure, schematic; however. 
they tend to be cumulative. That is, someone who is in  
category (a )  on one dimension is likely to be in category 
(b) on most other dimensions as well. The cumulative 
nature of these cleavages is significant for the future. 
The relative social tranquility of the American past isdue 
in no small measure to the fact that past cleavages have 
tended to be noncumulative, to crisscross, thus making 
compromise and moderation possible. These cleavages. 
which have sonie precedent in our history. were manifest 
in  the late 1960's and early 1970's. Although culturiil 
and political depolarization have occurred recently. i t  is 
quite possible that the turmoil we have witnessed was not 
simply due to an unpopular tviir. etc.. but was also ;I 
response to the changing occupational and stratification 
patterns in our society. If  so. when new issues of high 
emotional force coalesce. repolarization can be 
expected. That is. although the cultural liberalism of the 
verbalists seems to have permeated virtually 1111 sectors 
of American life. i t  would be rash to suppose that 
America has settled upon a new cultural and political 
consensus. 

n the polarized decade past there was consid- I erable alarm over the "niilitarist" iind "re- 
pressive" policies of the Johnson and Nixon adminis- 
trations. References were frequently made to impending 
threats of martial law and canceled elections. together 
with grave commentaries on stolen elections, the 
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nianufacturc of scapegoats. and the brainwashing of the 
proletariat. I t  seemed as i f  one of the standard activities 
of many verbalists was to compare Johnson, Nixon. 
Apnew. even Humphrey and Rockefeller. with various 
figures in the Fascist rogue's gallery. 

But now much of this alarni has passed. The Indochina 
war is over, i t  has been proven that a New Politics 
politician (McGovern) can get t h e  presidential 
nomination of a major party, the ghettos and campuses 
have cooled, blacks and students are preoccupied with 
getting jobs within the system, and a benign president 
sits in the White House. A s  an organized movement, the 
New Left has disappeared. 

Nevertheless, many of the domestic and foreign 
policy objectives of the radicals have been adopted. and 
the life-styles promoted by what was once called the 
counterculture have been assimilated into mainstream 
culture, particularly tlite culture. The New Politics 
tendency, consisting ofchastened radicals and energized 
liberals, has taken the place of the New Left. New 
Politics people see themselves as a "constituency of 

" . . .Fascism. . . is virtually iiidistiriguish- 
able fiorn the practice of Marxisnz- 
Leninism. V l  

conscience," a movenient mandated by virtue. beauty, 
and planetary survival, and have entrenched themselves 
at various points in the upper echelons of American 
society. Radicals of almost every stripz (from Tom 
Hayden and David Harris to the remnants of the Black 
Panther and Progressive Labor parties) have opted into 
the system, joining forces with well-placed New Politics 
people to help pull the system in a leftward direction. 
Toni Hayden himself has pointed to the presence of a 
number of New Politics people at the secondary level of 
the Carter administration as indicating that New 
Politics views are "now being built into the ~ y s t e m . ~  In  
short, i t  is becoming more difficult to point to the 
political system as the incubator of an American fascism. 

Because of the rhetorical excesses of the pop 
Fascistphobes, i t  is perilous to try to employ the concept 
of fascism for cognitive, nonemotive purposes. Fascism 
is still a code word for inhumanity. repression. and 
horror. Fascism was all these things, yet only 
undiscriminating sloganeers would dismiss fascisni as 
nothing more. In recent years there has  been a growth of 
interest in nonpolemical "Fascist studies." Many 
younger scholars far  across the political spectruni are 
reexamining aspects of the Fascist phenomenon, and 
joining with the more established authorities (such as 
Renzo de Felice, Ernst Nolte, A ,  James Gregor. Eugen 
Weber, Stanley Payne, George L. hlosse. and Juan Linz) 
in treating the Fascist experience as a subject worthy of 
meticulous scholarship. The scholarly literature demon- 

strates that fascism should not be understood as a siinple 
synonym for government repression, war, or police 
brutality-as various popular commentators have led us 
to believe. Fascism was. generally. not a conservative. 
status quo phenomenon. I t  was a dynamic, obstreperous 
manifestation rooted in mass movements ultimately 
directed at the overturning of established Clites. (Hence. 
for example, fascism died i n  Spain when the  conser- 
vative monarch, Franco, co-opted the Fascist Fa- 
lange.) Once in  power Fascists may have been prag- 
matic in  dealing with established elites, yet fascism 
was neither spawned by those elites nor \vas i t  a puppt" i n  
their hands. 

s yet no one has seen clearly the connection A between postindustrialism and fascism. 
I t  is likely that postindustrial Clites will be remarkably 
liberal. But all Clites, even liberal ones, have a way of 
perpetuating themselves and generating resistance. As 
Noam Chomsky once asked: "What grounds are there 
for supposing that those whose claim to powcr is based 
on knowledge and technique will be more benign in  their 
exercise of power than those whose claim is based on 
wealth or aristocratic origin?"' 

In speculating about possible idioms of resistance to 
postindustrial America, the Fascist experience is sug- 
gestive because fascism, particularly in  its early stages, 
was a plebian mass movement directed at the leveling of 
both economic and cultural Clites. In  other countries a 
Marxist model might be serviceable, but not in  America, 
where Marxists are too deeply entangled with cultural 
Clites and foreign ideas to establish rapport with the 
masses. In  terms of American history i t  is more useful to 
th ink  in terms of fascism than Marxism because Marxism 
i n  America has always been ,Istop-heavy with 
"bourgeois" intellectuals and has exhded the odor of the 
' ' un-American , ' ' whereas American -sty le Fascists of 
the Huey Long-Father Coughlin brand were all, as Louis 
Hartz tells us, "'Americanists' to the hilt, i.e., 'demo- 
crats,' however much they differed among them- 
selves.. . . " 5  There is a populist-crrnr-Fascist tradition in  
America stretching from Tom Watson to George Wallce 
that is unniistakably indigenous, surprisingly persistent, 
and certainly not top-heavy with intellectuals spouting 
foreign doctrines. 

Scholars have been unable to agree on a definition of 
fascism, and no doubt any Arrrcrktitr fascism would (as 
Huey Long prophesied) fly under some other name and 
be unprecedented in many respects. One reason i t  is so 
hard to define fascism (even the prototypical fascism of 
Mussolini) is that ,  while i t  is distinguishable from the 
original and theoretical Marxism of M m  and Engels, i t  
is virtually indistinguishable from the practice of 
Marxism-Leninism. Virtually any of the possible defin- 
ing traits of fascism one might cite can be applied to 
M arx ism -Len i 11 ism as we I I . For e Nil  ni  p I es : n at ion a I 
c h a u v i n i s ni , t e rr i t o r i a I ex pans ion i s ni , an t i par 1 i a m e n - 
tarianism, single-party state, glorification of violence, 
scapegoating, vanguard elitism, personality cult, ter- 
rorism, even anti-Semitism. 

I n  general h e  only significant dissimilarity between 
the practice of fascism and Marxism-Leninism is that the 
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former pursued a policy of class-conciliation instead of 
class war, and did not nationalize all the nieans of 
production. Yct even here the dissiniilarity is fuzzy. 
Marxist-Leninists pursue their own versions of class- 
conciliation (especially in  the non-Western world. 
where i t  has been imperative for the Lilliputian 
proletariat to secure allies). Moreover. Mussolini, when 
reduced to the rump Social Republic of Sa16 i n  1943. did 
nationalize industry. having realized that the capitalists 
had up to that time evaded effective regulation": and 
there is little doubt that Hitler would have nationalized 
industry after he won the war. 

Nevertheless, and in spite of these definitional prob- 
lenis, a radically oppositional American mass movement 
can be defined as neo-Fascist because i t  would likely 
display the following traits: economic leftism, cultural 
rightism, readiness for authorita ian solutions to prob- 

anti-Chinese) nationalism and isolationism. But, as I 
will argue below, such a movement is virtually 
indistinguishable from what passes for Marxism- 
Leninism in the Third World. On American soil, 
however, such a movement would get labeled Fascist, 
because some of these traits-cultural  rightism. the 
pincers psychology, and anti-soviet  (and/or anti- 
Chinese) nationalism-when displayed in America, d o  
not  accord with what our intelldctuals regard as "left 
w i ng . ' ' 

lems, a pincers psychology, a x d anti-soviet (andlor 

t has been characteristic in  industrial societies I to conceive of that which aids the well-to-do 
as "right wing" and that which aids the common people 
as "left" (although right and left have other usages as 
well). I t  was reasonable to dichotomize the political 
environment i n  these post-French Revolution terms as 
long as general affluence was a mere hope and the major 
fault line in society divided the haves and have-nots. One 
of the anomalies of the industrial era was the interwar 
period, which saw the rise of fascism. Fascism was hard 
to understand in terms of left and right. The right-wing 
aspects of fascism are well known. But i t  is often 
forgotten that Fascist movements were generally 
populist-and harbored powerful Socialist o r  left wings 
within theni -enabl ing  Fascists to appeal to the lower 
strata in ways that conservatives and military con- 
spirators never could. Curiously, fascism was often 
greeted as a left-wing force by leftists themselves. 
Indeed. many Fascists saw themselves as men of the 
Left. Fascism was an eclectic phenomenon, drawing 
inspiration from many sources, a major one being the 
Socialist and syndicalist movements. Indeed. the broad 
Fascist tradition is f u l l  of personalities who found their 
way to fascism o r  near-fascism via leftist movements and 
ideas, o r  simply mixed Socialist notions with extreme 
right-wing views. * 

Fascism defied ordinary notions o f  Left and Right 
because its populism transcended economic issues. 
Fascism sounded Left o r  anticapitalist on many eco- 
nomic issues. but i t  framed its appeal on more than 
economic issues. Oswald Mosley, for one. stumbled 
upon fascism (although still a member of the British 
Labour Party) when he began to appeal not only to the 

economic interests ofthe working people but also to thcir 
cultural prejudices. I n  a curious way fascism was tiiore 
populistic than Marxism because i t  sought to legitiniize 
the cultural as well as economic sentiments of the 
masses. I t  was here that fascism shattered thc con- 
vent ion a I Le f t  - R ig h t con t in u u ni . Fasc i s t s * ' d i sco v - 
ered," so to speak. that the masses were n o t  only prone 
to be anti-big business but were also nationalistic. 
ethnocentric, religious. and hostile to novel life- 
styles-to the point of being downright intolerilnt. 
Whereas the intellectuals who led the interwar Marxist 
movements were cosmopolitans reluctant to appeal to 
cultural prejudices, Fascists were not reluctant at all. 
(Nor was th t  leader of the world's o n l y  Marxist 
establishment, Joseph Stalin, reluctant-provoking 
many people,  including Socialists and dissident 
Communists, to equate Stalinism with fascism. In the 
postStalin world of polycentric communism. many 
Marxists-especially in the Third World-have learned 
to appropriate popular cultural prejudices for the 
advancement of M a r x ism . 

hat the Fascists discovered over f i f ty  W years ago has been rediscovered in 
America by social scientists and political analysts 
(usually with something less than enthusiasm). I t  is not 
possible to speak glibly of the American masses as left 
wing and Clites as right wing. I t  is now a social scientific 
commonplace to refer to the relative intolerance of the 
common man and the authoritarianism of the working 
class.' It is well known that the average man is left on 
economic issues, but right (or relatively intolerant) on 
cultural o r  civil liberties issues. Countless books on the 
"silent majority" and "middle America" repeat these 
findings. This is not to say  that niiddle Americans are 
Fascists, just that they have certain predispositions that 
i r r  o crisis sitiroriori could be exploited more easily by 
neo-Fascists than Marxists. 

Because of the authoritarian proclivity of the 
worke r -even  his readiness for violence, as manifest 

* A s  precursors. fellow-travelers, or exeniplars of this left- 
Fascist tradition. one thinks especially of the following: in 
America. Jack London. Tom Watson. "Pitchfork Bcn" 
Tillman. Father Coughlin. Hury Long. William Lcmkc. Ezra 
Pound, and other figures in the isolarionisr, agrarian riidiciil. 
and populist traditions; in  Britain. Georgc Bcrnnrd S h w  and 
Sir Oswald Mosley; in' France. Jacques Doriot. Gcorgcs 
Valois. Marcel Dear. Pierre Drieu La Rochelle. Picrrr. Laviil. 
and Pierre Poujade; i n  Belgium. Hcnri de M a n ;  in  Gcriiiany. 
Arthur  hloeller van  den Bruck. Werner Sonibart. Edgar Salin, 
Ernsr Nickisch. Oswald Spcnglcr. Ludwig Woltniann.  Otto 
and Gregor Sirasscr. and Joseph Gochbcls; in Italy, i l  whole 
host of syndicalists. notahly Enrico Corradini and h,lussolini 
himself ( w h o  had been a Socialist Icadcr and whose iiicnrors 
were the prominent syndicalists Rohcrto hlichcls and Gcorgcs 
Sorcl); in Spain. Raniiro Lcdcsniii and Josi A n t o n i o  Prinio de 
Rivera;  in Russia. the "Nat iona l  Bolshcvihs" such iis Gcncriil 
Brusilov, A.N. Tolstoy. and B.D. Grckov; iii Poland. Joseph 
Pilsudski and BoIcsla\v Piasccki: and in Latin Anicricii. 
Gctulio Vargas and J u a n  Doniingo PcrOn. In certain c ~ c s  
proniinmt retornlist politicians spent their t o r n i a t i w  years 
flirting w i t h  fascisni. One t h i n k s  of Franqois hlittcrand. 
Amintore Fanfani. Josi Figueres. and Haya de la Torrc. 
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i n  countless strikes, antibusing riots. open housing pro- 
tests, and the epic confrontation between construc- 
tion workers and antiwar youth in Manha tan dur- 
ing the Cambodia crisis-it should not b i  thought 
that the authoritarian character of a ne#-Fascist 
movement would necessarily scare away lower-status 
Americans. Moreover. when traditional authority 
structures are undermined, masses become available for 
mobilization by extremist groups. Many phenomena of 
the last fifteen years have unsettled traditional patterns 
of authority-a lost war, massive civil disobedience. 
resignations and assassinations of national leaders. 
desecration of patriotic symbols, escalating crime rates. 
chronic inflation coupled with recession, the decline of 
the fainily. drastic changes in sexual morality and sex 
roles. All these bewildering dislocations help make 
average people susceptible to the lures of authoritarian 
I eaders. 

Nor should i t  be thought that an authoritarian politics 
would necessarily be understood by patriotic Americans 
as an "anti-American" rejection of "democracy." 
Legions of political theorists and historians have noted 
that popular sovereignty is often a odds with minority 
rights. that there is a totalitarian o i Bonapartist type of 
Jcniocracy as well as a liberal. constitutional type. 
Indeed, totalitarians of both right and left have claimed 
that lihcral dcinocracy masks the rule of privileged and 
Ii iddcn iii inori t ies. h4 ussol in  is, Castros, and Hit lers have 
bccn celcbratcd tor "enibodying" the will of the people 
in iiiorc direct and vivid \vays than any temporizing 
chaniber of representatives could. 

In tinics ofaftluence coninion people are prone to vote 
their cultural prejudices (called "status anxieties" by 
many social scientists) over their economic prejudices 
(or "interests"). In the 1960's and early 1970's virtually 
every issue agitating this country was basically cultural: 
race re I at ions , I aw -and -order , pat riot ism , se x U a I et h i c s , 
the nature of the family. the value ofwork, ecology, and 
so forth. But  now as economic problems become 
acute-or even desperate, i f  people like Robert 
Heilbroner can be believed'--economic issues are once 
again becoming silent. As usual. common people are 
responding in a left. antibusiness fashion (while hardly 
budging from their rightist views on cultural issues). Of 
course estrenie views might cancel each other out, 
tjnhancing the politics of moderation. But the result 
could also be revolutionary. As Heilbroner has pointed 
out. authoritarian solutions to problems rooted in 
economic-c.irnr-ecologica1 disorders may appear to be 
unavoidable. Add to this the authoritarian propensities 
and bad memories of the recent cultural revolution 
nurtured by the producers and we get a potentially 
volatile mixture. Indeed. even in the relatively tranquil 
year of 1976, a plurality of Americans appeared ready to 
discard our constitutional form of government. The 
Gallup Organization asked Americans: "Do you th ink  
that what this country needs is really strong leadership 
that would try to solve problems directly without 
worrying about how Congress or the Supreme Court 
might feel or do you th ink  that such strong leadership 
might be dangerous?" Fully 49 per cent are ready for 
such leadership, whereas only 44 per cent are not.* 

t is generally acknowledged t h a t  the I American party system is experiencing 
multiple dysfunctions-as reflected in growing ticket- 
splitting. nonparticipation. nonpartisan identification, 
and the inability of either party to establish itself as the 
natural majority party of the present era (as the 
Republicans had done after the Civil War and the 
Democrats after the Great Depression). The Democratic 
and Republican parties ilre no longer aggregating inter- 
ests and policy opinions the way they used to. Tra- 
ditionally. Democrats have appealed to people who are 
economically left, and Republicans to people econom- 
ically right. In the 1960's, when the economy was 
healthy and cultural issues intruded themselves onto the 
political agenda, many working-class Democrats were 
willing to cast an occasional Republican or Wallace 
vote. There was talk (led by Kevin Phillips) of turning 
the Republican party into the natural majority party of 
the next generation by capitalizing on the cultural 
conservatism of hitherto Democratic voters. and by 
making peace with Keynesian economics. What Phillips 
was trying to do in effect was to contain the incipient 
Fascist thrust within the traditional electoral limits. But 
the Republicans never nianaged to transform themselves 
into a majority party. They had to assume responsibility 
for the economic downturn and continued acting like the 
party of big business. Watergate did not help matters. As 
a result. many voters are now alienated from both 
parties. One of the more bizarre aspects of this situation 
is that Americans now prefer conservatisni to liberalism 
by a ratio of four to three. whereas less than 25 per cent 
are willing to identify with the Republican party.!' 

When the party system is not commensurate wi th  
public opinion, any Fascist thrust would be free to 
assume "extraparlianientary" forms. Candidates who 
are centrist on both economic and cultural issues (and/or 
are adorned with charming smiles. fresh faces. or 
glamorous family nanies) may still have the best chances 
of muddling through to electoral victory. But i t  would be 
a mistake to assume that the vast majority of the people 
are simple centrists or that only centrist candidates can 
win. One of the lessons of the 1972 Deniocratic 
primaries was that there is potentially as much support 
for the extremes (McGovern, Wallace) as for the center. 

I t  would be premature to argue that  the 1976 primary 
season witnessed a return to centrist politics and a 
decline i n  the verbalist-producer polarity. The New 
Politics movement did not have a hurning issue such as 

"'The Skeptical Voters." Newsweek (April  12. 1976). I t  
should no[ be thought that cvery poll touching on th is  subject 
shows a majority or plurality of Americans prepared to 
abandon  our constitutional freedoms. Ye t .  although 
Americans are rightly known to br: an individualistic pcoplc. 
there is a n  abundance ot' striking evidence indicating the 
existence ot' "fertile ground t'roni which  potcntial reprcssion 
could grow" (Louis Harris. The Arrgi~islr of CiiutrRe [ 19731). 
For example, a September. 1070. Harris survey t'ound the 
American people ready to violate clevcn 01' "cighteen basic 
guarantees laid down in thc Bill of Rights" (Harris. o p  c i f .  ). A 
poll conducted by CBS N e w  in 1970 t'ound Americans willing 
to discard five of "ten protections ot'the Bill of Right.s" (see 
"Soundings on the Right," Tittie [April 27, 19701). 
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Vietnam wi th  which to niount an energetib caiiipaign. 
Consequently. that bellwether of backlash, the Wallace 
movement. lacked an object to stiniulate anxieties and 
hostilities. 

Both the New Politics and Wallilce cilnips were 
saddled wi th  handicaps. The New Politics people had to 
settle for a n  uninspiring third-string standard-bearer. 
Congressman Morris Udall. But  the congressman's fail- 
ure was no sign of the demise of the New Politics. As 
long as Edward Kennedy is waiting o n  the sidelines. the 
New Politics people can look forward to at least eight 
years of presidential power and patronage. Wallace's 
candidacy was badly burdened by the issue of his fragile 
health. Furthermore, the 1976 George Wallace failed to 
strike a d i st i nct i ve pol i t ica I profile. His anti - Was h i ngton 
posture had been co-opted by glossier. more respectable 
Democrats such as Jimmy Carter and Jerry Brown. Yet if 
the antiorganization Carter and Reagan insurgencies of 
1976 have anything to teach us. i t  would be that an 
enormous, if shapeless, antagonism to our established 
political leaders is still at loose throughout the land. 

Wallace's candidacy was further undermined by his 
pathetic quest to be just as respectable as his rivals. But  a 
housebroken Wallace was simply not the same political 
an ima l .  He embarked upon his campaign without the 
familiar rabble-rousing appeals to race and class 
prejudices. The man who once vowed never again to be 
"out-niggered" in  an election was, so to speak, out- 
Cartered. Wallace's career as a perennial presidential 
candidate may be finished. but i t  would be myopic to 
assume there is no future for a Wallace-style movement. 
Before the primaries liberal commentators were 
conceding Wallace up to 40 per cent of the delegates to 
the Democratic Convention. Given a suitable political 
climate. a Wallace-style movement led by a vigorous. 
nonregional personality (riot a Lester Maddox, a John 
Schmitz, or a Curtis LeMay) could make a credible play 
for national power. 

"Joe Six-pack mumbles about 'them'- 
... all the 'big shots' in his environ- 
rnent. . . Y Y  

One indicator of the Fascist potential in America IS the 
support a Wallace-style movement is capablc: of tapping. 
Wallace is not necessarily a Fascist politician, for he has 
never explicitly declared himself an enemy of our 
constitutional system. Yet the political formula he has 
made his own-a populist appeal rooted in a hostility to 
both economic and cultural dites. often laced with 
threats of violence and repression directed at unpopular 
minorities-has been the closest approximation to the 
Fascist idiom available in America. The appropriateness 

of fascisiii tor understanding iiiodcs 01' rcsistilncc to 
po s t i nd u s t r i a I i sni is d ue to post i nd us t r i il I i s iii ' s c I c v a t io ii 
of cultural Plites to rough symbiotic parity \vith cco- 
nomic elites. and to fascism's historic antagonisin 10 

both types ofil i tes.  This is not to say that Fascists lack ;I 
"leadership principle" or that a Fascist regiiiie would he 
any less Clitist than the current one. Fascist i ~ p p c i ~ l ~  and 
Fascist reality are two very different things. 

The appeal of a Goldwater or Reagan is no indrs to 
potential Fascism because o f  their t1nilhashed rcoiioiiiic 
roy a I ism . 0 rt hod o x con se r va t i ve s ;I re o n  I y se I cc I i \-e I y 
antiilitist (against cultural elites). just as ortho o x  
liberals and radicals are selectively antiGlitist (ag; inst 

usually not so discerning. America's proverbii1l Joe 
Six-pack mumbles about "theni"-a locution standing 
for all the "big shots" in  his environment: thc 
pontificating T V com mentator. the corrupt pol i t  ic ian. 
the arrogant judge. the heartless boss. If the big shots 
continue being too lax on cultural issues and too timid o n  
economic issues, there will  always be a future l o r  
Wallace-style movements. 

The viability of Democratic party liberalisiii built o'n a 
majority alliance of workingmen, intellectuals. and 
blacks committed to gradual change remains in doubt. 
As of this writing i t  is an open question whether J ininiy 
Carter is a liberal or a conservative, whether he can 
reconstitute the Roosevelt coalition in an ideological or 
programmatic sense. Because of his magical personal 
qualities and pseudopopulist image he is able to get 
workers and intellectuals, blacks and whites, to vote for 
him. But i t  remains to he seen if  he can produce a 
program that can give these diverse elements a sense of 
coni on purpose once the magic and image have faded. 

he Fascist mentality is characteristically T one of feeling threatened by groups both 
above and below. This pincers psychology is evident i n  
the lower middle class in times of social stress. In  the 
interwar period European fascism typically expressed 
the fear and hostility of the alienated lower middle class 
toward big capital as well as Marxist labor. The Jew w2s 
a convenient symbol of enmity, for the Jew was widely 
believed to be zn  integral component of both the 
capitalist class and the Marxist parties. 

I doubt, however, that anti-Semitism will play a 
significant role in any American neofascism (for anti- 
Semitism was not an important factor in all interwar 
Fascist movements, and George Wallace, for one, has 
bragged about his Jewish relatives). On the other hand. 
anti-Zionism could be a factor. Both American populists 
and interwar American Fascists were isolationists hostile 
to Eastern seaboard, Anglophile internationalism. I f  
Americans are asked to make long-term sacrifices, not 
for mother England, but for cousin Israel. an isolationist 
backlash could ensue. I f  the Jewish presence in eco- 
nomic and cultural Clites is harped upon (in the fashion of 
former Vice-president Agnew), this backlash could 
become virulent, giving anti-Zionism the unmistakable 
character of anti-Semitism. But if American policy 
toward the Middle East is conducted with a fine hand, if 
the case for standing by Israel is made in terms of 

economic ilites). The antiilitisni of coliinion prop i e is 

T 
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American national self-interest rather than of Jewish 
particularism, then an American neofascism might be 
neither anti-Zionist nor anti-Semitic. (Indeed. 1 can 
e n v i s i o n  an  a f f i n i t y  between certain sections o f  
American Je\r.ry and an  American neofascism-bearing 
some label other than "Fascist." The obvious prototype 
is the Jewish Defense League-religiously tra- 
d i t ion a I i s t . an t i -CO m m u n i s t , para m i I i t a ri s t , I owe r 
middleclass, populist. and antagonistic to both the black 
underclass and liberal "Scarsdale Jews.") 

Although populism and isolationism are linked in  our 
history. isolationisni of the populist variety need not 
require an abandonment of Israel (whereas the more 
ideological isolationism of educated, liberal elites- 
tinged as i t  is with pacifisni and a pro-Third World 
bias-may ultimately require that) .  Populist 
isol&ionisls are not antimilitarist as such. They are 
capable of sustaining a tough-minded foreign policy 
s t u d d r d w i t h occ a s ion a I i n t e rve n t ion is I ad vc n t u res. 
William Schneider has stressed that "forceful solutions 
are likely to be acceptable to lower-status 'isolationists' 
i f  such measures are taken for the purpose of ending 
i n t e rna t ion a I i n vo I ve me n t s , rat he r t h a n e x t e nd i n g 
them. ' ' " 

Ne ve r t he I e s s .  a n i so I a t ion i s t pol icy ( w he t he r 
conducted by populists or nonpopulists) might witness 
the niultiplication of Communist regimes throughout the 
world. I [  is unclear whether we have an isolationist 
policy in  the future (Carter's Rockefeller and Trilateral 
Commission connections notwithstanding). but if we do. 
i t  will be conducted by nonpopulists-that is, by an 
establishnient coalition of idealistic liberals and realistic 
businessmen, whose recent practice of detente has 
enabled the liberals to do good and the businessmen todo 
very well indeed. If recent patterns hold. this coalition 
may be slow to view the spread of comiiiunisni with 
alarm. Should i t  continue to spread. spokesnien worried 
about the Red tide will probably find their best audience 
aniong lower-status isolationists responding to an 
instinctual nationalism. Curiously. the liberal and busi- 
ness Clites might be presiding over their own demise, for 
world Communist pressure on America might ei~eriiuall~ 
become so acute as to make a nationalistic dictatorship 
(perhaps under radically populist auspices) the only 
alternative to phased surrender. 

The linchpin of a n  Anierican fascism would be the 
pincers psychology of the white lower middle class 
(which includes most of both the working class and the 
nonverbalist petty bourgeoisie; in  short, the middle 
Ameiican). Central to the pincers psychology is the 
perception that threats emanate from both the very 
privileged and the very poor (regardless of ethnicity. 
although the very poor are inaccurately thought to be 
largely nonwhite). When the international threat ot 
communism is coupled with this sense of domestic 
threat, calmer spirits will find themselves referring once 
again with the late Richard Hofstadter to the "paranoid 
style 'in American politics." 

The middle American considers himself "niiddle" 
class and repeatedly complains of an unholy alliance 
between privileged "do-gooders" and the urban 
underclass. The do-gooders are perceived as being in the 

" . . .a nationalistic dictatorship [may seem 
to be] the ordy nlterrzntive to phased 
surrerider . 9 )  

~~~~ ~~~ 

business of social engineering on behalf of the 
underclass, with the middle American serving as guinea 
pig. The busing controversy has become a stereotypical 
case in point. The push for busing is seen as coming from 
upper-middle-class liberals able to send their children to 
posh suburban neighborhood schools or private prep 
schools. The liberals are able to appease their  finely 
tuned guilt feelings while middle American families in 
Pontiac. South Boston, and elsewhere are commanded to 
bear the burdens. Moreover, the entire attempt by the 
government and media to promote "reverse 
discrimination" on behalf of nonwhites is perceived in 
the same terms. Welfare is seen as an arrangement 
enabling elites (supposedly not paying their fair share of 
taxes) to exploit the "productive" middle American so 
as to enrich the unproductive underclass, not to mention 
the selfsame Clites. I n  short, the lower middle class fears 
that i t  may be dragged-and pushed-down into the 
onderclass.  a fear once called the "fear of 
proletarianization." The role of white racisiii here is 
debatable. What is clear is that hostility to nonwhites is 
most manifest when i t  appears that the only way 
nonwhites will  be helped is by punishing whites. 

s more of the coniniand posts of society are A being filled by credentiiiled personnel, 
fewer people who "make it" in the business and 
professional worlds are Horatio Alger-types with noth- 
ing but a bright idea, a little luck. and a lot of 
determination. Now they tend to be people who pass 
through the likes of the Harvard Law School and the 
Stanford Business School. The importance of education 
is even greater in the verbalist world. Under the old 
dispensation i t  was always possible for anyone to hope 
for success around the next corner. Now,  as social 
mobility becomes less random, the "next corners" are 
disappearing. Furthermore. America's relative equality 
of educational opportunity has not significantly altered 
the condition whereby Clite higher education is a bastion 
of the already successful. Therefore credentialed elites 
may be as "hereditary" as moneyed elites. (Indeed. 
there is evidence that. over time, academics-women 
included-have been recruited from more and more 
privileged sectors of the population. and that ainong 
professors the more successful and prest ik' 'IOUS ones 
come from the more well-to-do. better educated 
families." Curiously, the more successful and presti- 
gious ones are also the more left wing.) 

I f  educational attainment is to become the best key to 
Clite status. i t  is already known to be the key to cultural 
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liberalism. By cultural liberalism I mean a value 
structure rooted in  the imperative to gratify one's senses 
and appetites immediately. This is not to say that cultural 
liberals lack all sense of restraint and discipline. Indeed, 
in matters of political and economic morality they can be 
the most ardent foes of self-indulgence. I t  is simply that 
modern liberalism is known for demanding self-control 
i n  social rather than personal conduct. as i f  to validate 
Santayana's remark that the only thing the modern 
liberal is concerned to liberate man from is his marriage 
contract. I t  is the disciplines of family life-including 
parental and patriarchal authority, and the commitment 
to remain faithful u n t i l  death-as well as the disciplines 
of chastity and sobriety in general that earn the special 
animus of the cultural liberal. The "New England 
Puritan" type ofcultural liberal is not to be excluded. for 
although his forebears may have been straight-laced 
Quakers, Congregationalists. Presbyterians. and the 
like, the modern New England Puritan stalks political 
and economic sinners instead of those "consenting 
adults" who violate what used to be called "decency." 

The one factor most closely associated with liberal 
qultural attitudes is exposure to higher education. But 
liberal cultural attitudes also correlate with affluence. 
I f  education tends to instill tolerance and encourage a 
life-style of immediate and multiform sensual gratifi- 
cation. affluence etrables one to practice that life- 
style. Affluence also insulates one from the restlessness 
of the underclass. To be both well-educated and 
affluent-as postindustrial &lites can be expected to 
be-is to be predisposed cereris paribus in favor of 
cultural liberalism. Curiously, the gratification-now 
mentality is also the hallmark of the underclass-a class 
that, devoid of hope for the future, has seen no reason 
to practice deferred gratification. I t  was not accidental 
that in the 1960's the "liberated" habits so well known 
to underclass life-sexual promiscuity, abortion, nar- 
cotics, male subordination-first spread, not to the 
lower middle class. but to the upper middle class. So the 
verbalist indulgence of the underclass is probably not 
only a product of guilt, ideology, and status security, but 
of life-style affinity as well. Therefore, postindustrial 
Clites will  be as culturally alien to middle America as is 
the culturally alien underclass. 

ascism is an appropriate concept to eniploy F when speculating about styles of resis- 
tance to postindustrial &lites because of the parallels 
hetween pre-Fascisi situations and the position of middle 
Americans \vithin the emerging social structure. Seven 
parallels have been noted: First. both fascism and middle 
American insurgence are charactcrized hy economic 
Ist'tisni and cultural rightisni. Second. the coniing ot' 
tascisni requires the breakdown of traditional authority 
patterns-something middle Amcrica has alrcady expe- 
rienced. Third. fascism requires a constitucncy ready for 
authoritarian solutions. and today's producers seein 
reniarkahly open to that course. Fourth. tascism. being 
an estrasystemic force. requires multiple dysfunctions in  
the party system-tvhich we haw already withessed. 
Fifth. both Fascist movements and niiddle America 
display a pincers psychology. Sixth. hoth middle 

America and earlier American lascisnis are niitiondist, 
anti-Communist. and inclined to isolationisin. Sevcnth. 
tasc i sni feeds on re sent men I s not ade q U i~ I t  I y 
accommodated in thc socio-political system. 

My complaint against most forecasts of a "coming 
Anierican fascism" is that their understanding of 
fascism andlor postindustrialism is impaired. Moreover. 
they are usually calculated to produce panic on the part of 
the reader and serve polemical purposes-as when 
radicals seek to discredit liberal reformers on the 
grounds that the government is already Fascist, or when 
moderates seek to discredit radicals on the grounds that 
radicals are disguised Fascists. or that any radical 
activity will inevitably provoke a Fascist reaction. 
Hence, such forecasts tend to he both superficial and 
sensational. Quite naturally we tire of these forecasts and 
learn to pay then1 no heed-perhaps to o u r  eventual 
misfortune. 

Let i t  be clear, therefore, that I see fascism as a 
long-range possibility , not a short -range probabi I i t y . 
Before there can be a Fascist regime there must first be a 
pupiilar Fascist i i i o i w i i e t i t .  Radicals do not qualify as 
Fascists because they are so manifestly spawned by Clites 
and lack intimacy with the producers. The American 
Government is not and never was Fascist, since selective 
repression is not a synonym for fascism. Rampaging 
hard hats may signal the existence of a potential mass 
base for a Fqscist movement. but isolated and 
uncoordinated rioters do not make for a movement. 
Before there can be a viable Fascist movement the 
politica1,atmosphere must be ripe for mass mobilization. 
That moment may be approaching, but has not yet come. 
I t  will not come short of a national economic-writ- 
ecological breakdown (where producers' demands for 
enhancing or maintaining their standard of living can no 
longer be met by increasing national productivity. hence 
stimulating producers to move for fundammtal redistri- 
bution of income and wealth) andlor a catastrophic 
setback in world affairs (because of Nixon's graduated 
withdrawal from Vietnam. America's defeat was never 
experienced as a dramatic one). 

ince visions of a coming American fascism S are concocted to induce fear, intellectuals 
who address themselves to such possibilities lack any 
sense of empathy for the actors who would participate in 
such a movement. I t  might be conceptually therapeutic. 
however, i f  we try to summon up some such empathy. 
This is perhaps possible i f  we pause to consider that such 
a movement would: not likely carry the Fascist label were 
i t  to manifest itselflin Africa. Asia, Latin America. orthe 
Middle East. Imagine a Third World country where a 
radical mass mov 'ment is operating. The niovenient is 

traditionalism. (2)  a proclivity to seek authoritarian (and 
violent) solutions to probleins. ilnd (3) ii "hei~rtland" 
peasant base displaying a pincers-like hostility to a 
corrupt cosmopolitan Clite and an economically and 
culturally depressed urban ~ndercliiss. The movement is 
functioning in a situation where ( 3 )  traditional authority 
patterns have eroded. and (5) the traditional party system 
(if  there was one) has broken down. The movement is (6) 

characterized by ( 1 ) economic collectivism and cultural 
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tierccly nationalistic. xenophobic. and suspicious of 
Soviet desisns. and ( 7 )  its adherents feel they c i p o t  
express their resentments through the existing socio- 
political system. I t  ~vould  probably be concluded that the 
country is ripe lor a radical "leftist" insurrection. 

But  an Anicrican iiiovt'iiient 01' this type would 
automatically get labeled "rightist" and fascistic. not 
"lel'tist." W h y  the double standard? Because of the 
sensibilities and self-perceptions of those Aniericans 
\ v h o  define what counts as rightist and leftist-namely. 
the symbol manipulators k n o w n  as intellectuals. I n  the 
Third World. advanced intellectuals would likely be at 
the helm of such a niovenient. I n  Anierica this would be 
unlikcly because intellectuals d o  not resonate with pro- 
saic Aiiiericans when i t  coiiies to niores and aspirations. 
They do not understand them and thus could not lead 
them. Indeed. American intellectuals often define 
thenisclves in  ternis oftheir distance from the hoi polloi: 
existentially. by their loathing for the philistines. and 
lunctionally. by their historically niandated iiiission to 
disturb the conventional verities. Regardless of their 
occasional infatuation with plebian dictatorships across 
the seas. Anierican intellectuals would not take so well to 
such a dictatorship at hoiiie. They know that, unlike the 
situation in  the Third World, a popular dictatorship 
~ v o u l d  not t u r n  their ideas into the ruling ideas but would 
prohably tcrniinatc their freedom to commerce in ideas 
altogcthcr. 

Intcllcctuals cshibit a curious need to define 
thcnisclvcs as left wing. Thus. when causes antagonistic 
to their tutelage arise. those causes r u n  the risk of getting 
labeled right wing. regardless of their class character. 
When. as in  1970, Wall Street lawyers went off to 
Washington in  pin-striped suits to petition for an end to 
ivar. they were **left-wing." whereas the tee-shirted 
proletarians who fought privileged youth i n  the streets of 
Manhattan were "right wing." When unelected 
niagistratcs of impeccable social pedigree order the 
disruption of working-class neighborhoods. they are 
courageous and enlightened. but when workers riot for 
"coniniunity control" of their schools, they become 
shameful bullies. Anyone who argues that a leftist can 
nevt'r make peace with war, violence. or ethnocentrism 
is nizrely displaying his ignorance of the history of 
Socialist and Coniniunist movements. 

I t '  and when our hypothetical Anierican niass 
movement is seen synipathetically as an analogue to 

popular movements of sclf-assertion in the Third World. 
there wi l l  no doubt be soiiio intellectuals \vRo will thrust 
themselves to the head of the mob. Soiiie such develop- 
ment is a sociological necessity. foi history has never 
known a viable popular niovenient that lacked a 
leadership stratum. I f  the masses are motivated by 
ressentinient. these intellectuals wi l l  perhaps be 
motivated by something more. M y  experience in radical 
politics suggests that many intellectuals art' attracted to 
radicalism, not only because they want to uplift the 
downcasi. but because radicalism is a "trip" in and of 
itself. Intellectuals have a way of being dissatisfied Ivith 
the niundane. the nine-to-five job. the life measured out 
w i t h  coffee spoons (Eliot). The preoccupation of busi- 
nessmen and workers with material possessions strikes 
many of them as grubby and ignoble. However cowardly 
these intellectuals niay be in actual life, they h a v  a 
hunger for the glorious challenge and the victorious 
response; they are fascinated by apocalyptic struggles 
between light and darkness. The bourgeois life is not so 
much evil as i t  is just plain boring. Radicalisni is. of 
course, a superb long-range alternative to the listless 
life-making radical niovements perennially attractive 
as ends in thenisslves. I say this not with an intention to 
ridicule but with a sad sense of the strange contours of 
human nature. 

Thanks to the counterculture, the bourgeois life 
became "interesting" for a while. Even Babbitt was 
amused and entertained by the supposedly "anti- 
bourgeois" barbs of the counterculture. But  now,  as 
the counterculture has become part and parcel of our 
national culture, even the effete epicurean life is 
becoming a bore. As Daniel Bell has shown. the triumph 
of the counterculture has only intensified the bleakness 
of our national life.'? Our social system now lacks any 
transcendent justification, interposes no obstacles be- 
tween appetite arid satiation. offers no nieaninglbeyond 
momentary thrills, engenders no sense of the heroic, and 
cannot elicit our willingness to sacrifice. Life has gone 
flat. 

Communist movements are obvious alternatives to the 
jaded life because they offer purpose and demand disci- 
pline. But their ultimate objective is, rather ironically. 
the selfsame affluent and permissive society (hut with 
the goods, services, and thrills more equally distrib- 
uted). So communism is really no alternative after all. 
Significantly, intellectuals lost interest in  the Soviet 

'The dariger of politics-clizy kirid of politicsis that it erzcourages the exterizalizatioiz 
arid irnpersonalization of the struggle between good and evil. ' ' 
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U n i o n  just as i t  underwent enibourgeoisement. There is 
still a romance about China, Cuba. and Vietnam, but that 
is probably a function of their involuntary poverty and 
enforced asceticism. 

Philosophically. cotntiiunistii offers no option to the 
sated life-but fascism does. Mussolini. for one. 
insisted that the purpose 01' life is not  pleasure but duty. 
He did not promise a static utopia but a life of action. 
struggle. and self-abnegation. One of the seminal 
theorists o f  struggle was Mussolini's mentor, Georges 
Sorel. To Sorel. a life o f  ease was inherent ly  selfish. 
ethically base. and aesthetically disgusting. The antidote 
was a life of'collective struggle. a life punctuated with 
obstacles and challenges. Properly orchestrated. such a 
life induces people to forget their private appetites and 
petty obsessions. to reverse the slide into decadence. 
Confronted by a frighfful and hated enemy-and Sorel 
was not very fussy about who the enemy should be- 
people would creati  community and pull together in 
common effort. I f  people would learn how to hate they 
would also learn how to love, for (as even Reinhold 
Niebuhr taught) collective vices are foundations of 
personal virtue. (Truly, isn't there something ennobling 
about. say. the dramatic sit-in demonstration where 
people lock arms and destinies, committing themselves 
to struggle against white rac is t s -or  whomever-despi te  
thc risks, dangers, and costs'? Rather perversely, but in 
like manner. the Fascists glorified that egregious 
obscenity. war. because they saw i t  as the ultimate 
theatre of  struggle and sacrifice. because they believed 
there is no greater love than that a man be prepared to lay 
down his life for his comrade.) 

I t  is possible that a profligate society is going to 
reawaken the quest for such a philosophy. The tragedy of 
such teaching is that the struggles are contrived and 
ultimately meaningless, and a lot of people are bound to 
get maimed and killed in the process. For this reason. 
among others. Fascist philosophies offer no answer. 

he on ly  manageable and durable solution is T an old and supposedly discredited one: 
religious faith. Short of discussing the truth-claims of 
various religions. I would urge a reappreciation of 
fraditional religion because i t  mandates the heroic life of 
self-discipline and sacrifice and (when acknowledged by 
a national consensus) i t  protects society from decadence 
and cultural polarization. Unlike the surrogate religions 
ol'fascism and Marxism. i t  locates the Enemy. not as the 
other person. not as another nation. race. orclass.  but as 
oneself. The Christian monk is called a "soldier of 
Christ" because he does daily battle with the temptations 
of his  soul-in short, with himself. 

The danger of politics-any kind of politics-is that i t  
encourages the externalization and impersonalization of 
the struggle between good and evil, a struggle that is 
fundamentally personal. Politics tends toward the 
apotheosis of aspects or imagined aspects of creation- 
as with the Fascist veneration of the nation-rather than 
a worshipof the Creator. The problem with fascism is the 
problem of .any political doctrine whose claims are so 
imposing as to be ultimate rather than penultimate. 
absolute instead of relative. As T.S. Etiot put i t :  "The 

fundamental objection to f:iscist docrrinc.. .is th;it if is 
pagan." And yet. i t  is an objection "which i vc  coticcal 
froin ourselves because i t  niight condetnn cwrselves ;is 
 ell....""^ The idolatrous devotion t o  nation. race. or 
class displayed by Fiiscists and Miirxists can bt. 
perceived with little ettort 'as pagan. But the paganism of 
secular left-liberals and conservatives is iiiore ditticult to 
discern. The little gods they tashion f o r  thetiiselves-tbr 
the liberals the self-salvific ecstacies o f  unviirnishecl 
antinotnianisni andlor social engineering: for  the 
conservatives the discreet pleasures o f  property. 
privilege, and success-are n o  less gods, just rnorr' 
beguiling ones. We may be fated I O  exchange our 
familiar. betwitching gods for more devouring ones. but 
we are nevertheless entitled to hope for that Day when all 
such pantheons shall be desecrated and their gods cast 
into Outer Darkness. 
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